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Question and answer

2020
Given the lack of games and events at the SCG as a result of Covid-19, has the timeline for
completion of the SFS moved forward or remained the same?
The timeframe for delivery remains unchanged, with the new stadium on track to be ready in time for the
2022 NRL Grand Final.
Have any contaminated materials been found on site?
A small amount of Asbestos Contaminated Material (ACM) has been found to date and has been managed
in line with John Holland’s remediation action plan which is overseen by a full-time onsite hygienist. The
type of ACM found is bonded asbestos material in the form of fibre cement sheet fragments, which is low
risk. A fact sheet providing more information is available at https://www.infrastructure.nsw.gov.au/projectsnsw/sydney-football-stadium-redevelopment/.
Will a site plan be made available online?
John Holland will provide a site plan which will be publicly available. Artist impressions of the new stadium
can be found on the project website.
Where are the new members facilities going to be?
The new Stadium Fitness Facility is a separate project to the stadium that is being funded and delivered by
the Sydney Cricket Ground Trust, who will provide information to their members on the proposed facility in
due course.
Will the new cycleway have an impact on the transport management plan?
The new cycle way in Moore Park and Paddington will not have an impact on the project’s transport
management plan. Vehicles entering the site from the gate on Moore Park Road have been advised they
must give way to cyclists and pedestrians. Traffic controllers are stationed at this site gate to ensure safe
movement of construction vehicles.
Where is Busby’s Bore located?
Busby’s Bore comprises of a tunnel that is cut into the sandstone bedrock and is some 3.6km long at
approximately 12-14 metres below the future stadium public domain finished level. It is not visible or
accessible. It runs beneath the northern portion of the site, along Moore Park Road, and branches to
beneath the MP1 car park.
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Is the design of the stadium complete or can alterations still be made?
The design of the exterior of the stadium was recently refined and enhanced and this is now largely
complete. These enhancements were presented to the last community forum in May 2020 and architectural
perspectives can be viewed in the presentation material. As part of the design and construct contact with
John Holland, the interior and public domain are still being finalised. Cox Architecture, Aspect Studios and
a design integrity panel also have an ongoing role in the design of the stadium as required by the project
planning approvals.
Will this presentation be made publicly available?
Yes. The presentation from the webinar has been published on the project website.

